Abstract -A field decomposition of Maxwell's equations for uniaxial hyperbolic media based on the 2D Helmholtz theorem is provided. This decomposition is particularly useful since it produces TE and TM field sets that are orthogonal and allows for identification of two independent scalar potential formulations. It is shown that these formulations provide substantial mathematical simplification, enhanced physical insight, ease of boundary condition enforcement and a trivial field recovery process. An example involving a parallel-plate waveguide filled with hyperbolic media is given to demonstrate the functionality and practicality of the decomposition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in technology have made the fabrication of complex media, such as uniaxial hyperbolic media [1] , possible. In order to understand how electromagnetic waves interact with such materials, Maxwell's equations are employed. Depending on the form of the material tensor properties, Maxwell's equations may be decomposed [2] - [3] into reduced form to simplify the solution process. As pointed out in [2] , many decompositions are possible. The goal here is to present a decomposition based on the 2D Helmholtz theorem that is valid for uniaxial (e.g., hyperbolic) media. It will be shown in Section II that this decomposition produces TE and TM orthogonal field sets. Scalar potentials and associated boundary conditions are subsequently identified that lead to further mathematical simplification, enhanced physical insight, ease of boundary condition enforcement and a trivial field recovery process. Green's functions for a parallel-plate waveguide filled with hyperbolic media are derived in Section III to demonstrate the simplicity and usefulness of the decomposition. Section IV provides concluding remarks. Note, an exp( ) j t ω time dependence is assumed and suppressed.
II. FIELD DECOMPOSITION BASED ON THE 2D HELMHOLTZ THEOREM
Maxwell's curl equations may be written in transverse and longitudinal parts [4] for uniaxial media as follows
where the subscripts  and r represent lamellar and rotational parts, respectively. This simplifying decomposition is very insightful since it shows, in the 
Substitution of (3) into (2) 
The overall procedure is to solve the wave equations for θ and ψ , compute π and Φ , enforce boundary conditions, then perform field recovery via (3) and (4). To demonstrate the simplicity and usefulness of this analysis, the Green's functions for a parallel-plate waveguide filled with hyperbolic media are computed next.
III. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS OF A PARALLEL-PLATE WAVEGUIDE FILLED WITH A HYPERBOLIC MEDIUM
Consider a parallel-plate waveguide with PEC interfaces located at 0, z d = and filled with a uniaxial hyperbolic medium having permittivity ˆˆˆˆˆt It will be assumed, for the sake of brevity, only a z-directed electric current source exists in the structure, thus only z TM fields need to be considered. Other current sources are accommodated via (4). The Green's functions for this structure can be found via superposition of principal and scattered waves satisfying the equations 
Fourier inversion to the kρ  domain is accomplished using complex-plane analysis, resulting in 
where W + and W − are the up and down-going wave amplitudes along the z-direction and sgn( ) z z′ − is 1 + for z z′ > and 1 − for z z′ < . Enforcing boundary conditions ( 0 Φ =  ) at the bottom and top PEC plates, with the aid of (5), leads to the result
